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Abstract
The response of the sea level in the Mediterranean to local meteorological forcing for time scales largcr than the seasonal is examined.
Multiple régression has indicated that the average sea level response to local air pressure is —0.8 cm/mb (15% of variability), and
decreases toward the Eastern Mediterranean with no signifîcant frequency dependence. The response to local wind stress is responsible
for no more than 2% of the sea level variance and for most stations maximum response is in a cross shore direction. The annual cycle has
amplitude -5 cm (25% of variance) and peaks in October. According to thèse findings, almost biWr of variance cannot be explained by
local meteorology.
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Introduction
The interprétation of sea level changes and variability is a complex task involving

considération of manv factors. Sea level records comprise bot h mean sea level varia-
bility and adjacent land vertical movements. The former is a superposition of many
différent forcing factors operating at différent lime scales. For scales larger than the
annual, the interprétation becomes rather difficult since the forcing is not always
direct but a resuit of numerous positive and négative feedbacks between the atmos-
phère and Ihc océan. This variability (interannual and interdecadal) can be signifîcant
in certain parts of the world océan hiding secular sea level changes. Due to the almost
closed nature of the Mediterranean basin. climatic changes arc expected to leave
stronger foolprinLs on the sea levé! records. Previous work in ihe Aegean. Ionian and
Adriatic Seas [1, 2. 3] hâve shown that in fact this is the case in Eastern
Mediterranean where sea level changes at interannual time scales can easily exceed
15 cm. In Ihîs work. wc examine the effeci of local meteorological factors on sea level
variability, for scales ranging from seasonal to intcrannual and for the entire
Mediterranean. Where possible, the interprétation is both qualitative and quantitative.

Data and methods
For sea level data, the PSMSL databa-se for the Mediterranean was employed. In

addition, for the Aegean and Ionian Seas. the PSMSL time séries were updated with
récent data obtained from the Hcllenic Navy Hydrographie Service. Only the Revised
Local Référence (RLR) records were analyzed since thèse time séries hâve the
monthly means reduced to a common datum making use of the tide gauge benchmark
datum history and Ihus are suitable for lime séries anaiysis. A total of 76 RLR lime
séries were analyzcd, some of them going back to 1880 and some as recenl as 1991.
Unfortunatcly, with the exception of the Port Said record, the séries came from the
northern coasts of the Mediterranean Sea and only for comparison purposes some
metric séries from Israël and Africa were also examined. Records from the Black Sea
and from the adjacent Atlantic Océan were also incorporated in the anaiysis in order
lo address the spatial extend of the observed variability.

For atmospheric parameters. the COADS global marine daiabase was employed.
This database has been collected primarih from ships of opportunity and has an over-
lap with the temporal range of the sea level records. The data are summarized for each
month of each year of the anaiysis period, in 2°x2° in latitude and longitude boxes.
The following parameters which are included in this database were used: Sea level
pressure (P). easrward and northward components of wind (u.v), scalar wind (w).
eastward and northward components of wind stress (<uw>. <vw>.brackets dénote
monthls mean). Prior to processing. the time séries were checked for spunous spikes.
For multiple régression anaiysis, common overlap blocks between sea level and
meteorological forcing were composed. For olher analyses where fïltering was nee-
ded in order to remove the seasonal cycle, gaps were filled prior to filtering based on
seasonal means and then a 23 point low-pass triangular filter was applied. For Ihe
COADS data set one further step had to be taken. Kaufeid [4] has shown that Ihe
3lgorithm used to convert Beaufort scale to wind speed underestimates wind streng-
th by a fact or of about 1.4 depending on the wind speed. This introduces an artificial
trend in the data because after I960 anemometers started coming into use. Parameters
having wind as an intégral comportent were corrected in a way similar to Garrett et
al. |5 | . AU the examined stations, their locations and the number of overlap PSMSL-
COADS monthly data are tabulated in Table 1.

The response to local atmospheric forcing was sludied by means of multiple
régression in the time domain, using a model similar to that described by Thompson
[6]. More specifically, the model used is:

hit) = a{PU) + axixit) + axTv(t) + t/j^cos/tD^J+B]^ + ^ cosfu)ft/ + 8^
where / dénotes time {monthly values), h sea level. P air pressure. TX eastward wind
stress component, and TV northward wind slress component. The frequency <op is that
of the annual cycle and inh of Ihe semi-annual. The coefficients o and 8 are 10 be
determined by the régression anaiysis. The sine and cosine terms hâve been introdu-
ced in order to account for scasonal variability other than that présent in the pressure
and wind stress time séries (Le. steric). It should be noted hère, that if the assumplion
of a sinusoïdal response of the sea level to the wind slress is assumed. then the coef-
ficients ax and av can be replaced by aw=(«x-+av-)' -, and Hw-tan'1(<Vax). Then «w

represents amplitude of Ihe response, and Hw ihe direction of maximum response.

Resuits
The régression resuits are tabulated in Table 2 and can be summanzed as follows:

The response a_ of sea levé! to air pressure was found to be responsible for about 13'V
of the variance. For most of the stations was not exactly isostalic, i.e. -1.0 cm per
mbar. It ranges from 0.0 to -1.8 cm/mb with a mean of -0.8 and a standard déviation
of 0.4. Although ihe distribution of the response parameters is normal, there exisis a

corrélation with longitude significant at p<.05. As we move eastward, ap becomes for
most of the stations smaller (less négative). Moreover no corrélation was found bet-
ween latitude and ap and number of data points of each time séries.

The local wind stress was responsible for about 2.5^ of the total sea-level varian-
ce. Most of stations had a cross-shore maximum response to sea-level. As was the
case with pressure, also the responsc to wind stress was signtficantiy correlaied to the
longitude, and has a tendency to become weaker lowards Eastern Mediterranean.

For the time séries that were long enough. multiple régression was also performed
in ihe frequency domain. However we found no significant variation of the response
lo pressure and wind as a function of the forcing frequency Also it should be noted
thaï Ihc small amouni of variance accounled for by the inverse barometer effect is mit
unique lo the Mediterranean. Similar resuits hâve been reported for stations on the
west coast of North America [7], For the seasonal cycle, ihe average amplitude of ihe
annual signal was about 5 cm and had a phase of -295 degrees. which corresponds to
maximum amplitude during late October. The amplitude exhibited substantial spatial
variability resulling mainly from the long term circulation patterns; similar behavior
has been observed from TOPEX POSEIDON altimetry [8], The semi-annual compo-
nent of ihc seasonal cycle had an average amplitude of 2 cm and phase of -250
degrees (early Seplember). The variance explained by the seasonal cycle was almost
16% of the total (14^î annual, 2% semi-annual). The a p amplitude was correlated
with longitude, while a,, was correlaied with latitude. In addition, the semi-annual
phase was anti-correlated with longitude and correlated with latitude.

Although the variability of the sea-level records increases lowards the eastern
Mediterranean. the explained variance is higher in West Mediterranean, indicating
that the former is more vulnérable to variability originating from other factors such
as inicrannual steric fluctuations and possible vertical land movements (e.g, [9]),
Concluding. onty 3Hfr of ihe variance was explained by the multiple régression pro-
cédure, and 691 of the total variance. mosi of il al interannual lime scales.

Finally. linear Irends were calculated for the longer SI. records prior and after
régression (on residual time séries). For thèse records there exist enough meteorolo-
gical data in order to avoid aliasing. No significanl changes were noted, indicating
Uick of linear trends présent in the meteorological forcing data.

Conclusions
In brief. from this siud> Ihe following can ne concluded: The average sea level res-

ponse to local air pressure is —0.8 cm/mb ( I5r"( of variability ), and deercases toward
the Eastern Mediterranean. There is no significant frequency dependence. The res-
ponse lo local wind stress is responsible for no more than 2ri of the sea level varian-
ce. For most stations maximum response is in a cross shore direction. The annual
cycle has amplilude -5 cm (25% of variance) and peaks in October. According lo
thèse findings, almosi 60r< of variance cannot be explained by local meleorology.
Linear trends were noi significantly modified by Ihe exclusion of local meleorology.
Most oï the inicrannual variability in atmospheric and oceanic parameters is in phase
in both subbasins.
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